Looping rates in short polypeptides can be determined by intramolecular fluorescence quenching of a 2,3-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]oct-2-ene-labeled asparagine (Dbo) by tryptophan. By this methodology, the looping rates in glycine-serine peptides with the structure Trp-(Gly-Ser) n -Dbo-NH 2 of different lengths (n = 0-10) were determined in dependence on temperature in D 2 O and the activation parameters were derived. In general, the looping rate increases with decreasing peptide length, but the shortest peptide (n = 0) shows exceptional behavior because its looping rate is slower than that for the next longer ones (n = 1, 2). The activation energies increase from 17.5 kJmol −1 for the longest peptide (n = 10) to 20.5 kJmol −1 for the shortest one (n = 0), while the pre-exponential factors (log(A/ s −1 )) range from 10.20 to 11.38. The data are interpreted in terms of an interplay between internal friction (stiffness of the biopolymer backbone and steric hindrance effects) and solvent friction (viscosity-limited diffusion). For the longest peptides, the activation energies resemble more and more the value expected for solvent viscous flow. Internal friction is most important for the shortest peptides, causing a negative curvature and a smaller than ideal slope (ca. −1.1) of the double-logarithmic plots of the looping rates versus the number of peptide chain segments (N). Interestingly, the corresponding plot for the preexponential factors (log A versus log N) shows the ideal slope (−1.5). While the looping rates can be used to assess the flexibility of peptides in a global way, it is suggested that the activation energies provide a measure of the "thermodynamic" flexibility of a peptide, while the pre-exponential factors reflect the "dynamic" flexibility.
INTRODUCTION
Since the paradigm of the lock-and-key principle [1] has been refined by the induced-fit model [2] , molecular flexibility has emerged as a crucial factor determining the biological activity of proteins, for example, in substrate binding [3] , antigenicity [4] , or enzymatic activity [5] . The determination of flexible regions, however, is also essential for a detailed understanding of protein folding and for the characterization of the free energy landscape connecting the unfolded and native state of a protein [6] . In recent years, a number of studies [7] [8] [9] have attempted to determine the type of interactions/motions responsible for the rate-determining steps in protein folding. These studies have shown that the time scale of the elementary protein folding steps ranges from several nanoseconds to microseconds [10] . It has been recognized that the rate of intrachain (and in particular end-to-end) collision defines the important time-scale for the conversion of extended to collapsed conformations in the early stages of protein folding [11] [12] [13] . Knowledge of the local dynamics of the polypeptide backbone as imposed by the individual amino acid residues [14, 15] is therefore important.
Laser spectroscopy of short chromophore-labeled peptides has opened novel possibilities for investigating end-toend collision kinetics in biopolymers, which is a critical parameter for loop or β-hairpin formation [16] . Looping rates are generally assessed by the probe/quencher methodology (Scheme 1). For this purpose, long-lived excited states are required as photophysical probes (P) along with diffusioncontrolled contact quenchers (Q). The requirements are defined by the following limitations (see Scheme 1): (i) in the case of short-lived probes, diffusion to form the loop structure (k + ) is too slow to compete with the intrinsic excitedstate decay (k 0 ) and does not cause sizable quenching effects. (ii) In the case of less efficient quenching, dissociation of the encounter complex between probe and quencher (k − ) competes, such that the intramolecular quenching rate constant (k q ) no longer corresponds to the looping rate (k + ). (iii) In the case of distance-dependent quenching (as opposed to contact quenching) the elementary rate constants cannot be reliably determined. Initial studies on end-to-end collision have employed transient absorption to monitor the quenching of tripletexcited states (either tryptophan (Trp) or aromatic ketones) by suitable quenchers [17] [18] [19] [20] . Recently, we have introduced the quenching of 2,3-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]oct-2-ene (DBO, the chromophore with the longest fluorescence lifetime of organic molecules in solution, see Scheme 2) by Trp as an attractive fluorescence-based method to study loop formation kinetics in short polypeptides [21] . For this purpose, the chromophore was introduced through a labeled asparagine (Dbo, see Scheme 2) at one end of the peptide chain, and Trp was attached as a quencher to the other end. By this methodology, we have investigated the length dependence of loop formation in random-coiled polypeptides [21] , the variation with the amino acid type (which has led to a flexibility scale for amino acids in peptides) [22] , the dependence of peptide flexibility on the secondary structural motif [23] , electrostatic effects [23] , the effect of denaturants [24] , β-peptides [24] , polyprolines [24] , and different quenchers like tyrosine [23] .
Dbo is an attractive chromophore for biological studies due to its hydrophilicity, its small size, and its versatility in peptide synthesis. In fact, as an important practical application of our peptide flexibility studies, we have recently introduced a novel line of biological assays [25] , which exploit the intramolecular quenching and concomitant lifetime shortening of Dbo in conformationally flexible Trp-labeled peptides (Scheme 3). Enzymatic cleavage removes this quenching pathway and results in the recovery of the exceedingly long fluorescence lifetime of Dbo (Scheme 3), which can be detected very accurately by employing the technique of nanosecond time-resolved fluorescence (Nano-TRF). Nano-TRF entails the application of a time-gate in the nanosecond range (see bottom decay trace in Scheme 3) to discriminate the fluorescence intensity of the long-lived probe (the "signal") from any other type of short-lived fluorescence due to uncleaved substrate, scattered excitation light, added compounds, enzyme cofactors, and so forth (the "background"). In this manner, relative to monitoring by steady-state fluorescence, an increase in signal-to-background ratio by several orders of magnitude can be readily achieved [25, 26] .
As stated above, the principle of the protease assay in Scheme 3 rests on the flexibility of the uncleaved Dbo-Trplabeled peptide, such that the development of additional Nano-TRF assays will be greatly assisted by a more accurate knowledge of the peptide flexibility, that is, the loop formation kinetics. In the present work, we have studied the temperature-dependence of intramolecular fluorescence quenching in short flexible Gly-Ser peptides in an effort to extract the activation energies for peptide loop formation or "peptide bending." Information on this temperature dependence is also directly relevant to Nano-TRF assays because (i) several enzymes require elevated temperatures for optimized activity, and (ii) the intramolecular quenching could potentially become more efficient at elevated temperatures and thereby further improve the lifetime differentiation of cleaved products from uncleaved substrate.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fmoc-protected Dbo was synthesized according to the literature procedure [21] . The probe/quencher-labeled peptides, Trp-(Gly-Ser) n -Dbo-NH 2 (n = 0-10), as well as the corresponding reference peptides without quencher, (Gly-Ser) nDbo-NH 2 , were commercially synthesized in > 95% purity (Biosyntan, Berlin). Details on the synthesis of the probe and its suitability in solid-phase peptide synthesis are documented [21] . Water was nanopure quality (PURELAB) and D 2 O was used as received from Applichem (99.8%D). The fluorescence lifetimes of the water-soluble peptides were measured in D 2 O under air at different temperatures by time-correlated single-photon counting (FLS920, Edinburgh Instruments Ltd.) using a PicoQuant diode laser LDH-P-C 375 (λ exc = 373 nm, λ obs = 450 nm, fwhm ca. 50 ps) for excitation. The temperature in the cuvette was controlled with a circulating water bath (Julabo F25/HD thermostat) through a feedback loop with a temperature-probe placed directly inside the cuvette to precisely maintain the target temperature within ± 0.1
• C. Peptide concentrations were ca. 50 μM.
RESULTS
Intramolecular fluorescence quenching was investigated for glycine-serine peptides containing Dbo as fluorescent probe and Trp as quencher with the general structure Trp-(GlySer) n -Dbo (Scheme 4). The dependence on temperature (15-50
• C) was investigated as well as the change with increasing chain length, that is, the peptides differed by the number of repetitive glycine-serine units with n = 0 to 10. The fluorescence decays were recorded by time-correlated single photon counting in D 2 O, in keeping with our previous studies [21] [22] [23] [24] . The time-resolved fluorescence decays of all peptides were monoexponential, such that a specific fluorescence lifetime could be assigned to each peptide. It should be noted here that monoexponential fluorescence decays are not a priori expected in biopolymers as a consequence of conformational inhomogeneity, but were also previously observed and attributed to a fast equilibration of different conformations [21] . For some probe/quencherlabeled peptides (n = 2, 6, 10) a minor long-lived component with a pre-exponential factor of 1-4% was detected. For these samples, a biexponential fitting was performed, and the longlived component was assigned to the quencher-unlabeled peptide as an impurity arising from imperfect solid-phase peptide synthesis (note that the peptide purity was very high, but only specified as > 95%).
To obtain accurate intramolecular quenching constants (k q ), the fluorescence lifetimes of the probe/quencher-labeled peptide (lifetime τ) as well as the corresponding probeonly-labeled peptide (τ 0 ) were determined and k q was calculated according to (1) (see [21] ). For the shortest and longest peptide (n = 0 and 10), the τ 0 values for the closest homologues (n = 1 and 6) were selected.
Equation (1) explicitly "corrects" for the limited lifetime of the excited states, although the absolute corrections are quite small. This is because the lifetimes of the probe-onlylabeled peptides are quite large (ca. 420-600 ns, at 25
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• C). All experimental τ and τ 0 values in dependence on peptide length and temperature are listed in Tables 1 and  2 . Note that the lifetimes of the probe-only-labeled peptides (τ 0 ) showed a weaker temperature dependence than the lifetimes of the probe/quencher-labeled peptides (τ).
The resulting intramolecular fluorescence quenching rate constants are directly interpreted, following previously outlined arguments and control experiments [21, 23, 26] , as rate constants for end-to-end collision or loop formation in the respective peptides (k q ≈ k + ). They are entered in Table 3 .
For all peptides, the looping rates increased with increasing temperature, confirming an activation-controlled process (Table 3 ). The temperature-dependent rate constants afforded the activation parameters for loop formation according to the Arrhenius plots in Figure 1 [ln k q (T) = ln A − E a /RT]. As can be seen, the plots are strictly linear (r 2 > 0.99) in the investigated temperature range, such that the activation energies and pre-exponential factors could be obtained by linear regression analysis (Table 4) ; the activation energies cover a small range (17.5-20.5 kJmol −1 ) but the variation is systematic: they gradually decrease upon increasing the peptide chain length.
As judged on the basis of the statistical error obtained from the regression analysis, the activation energies can be very accurately determined. However, we have reproduced the finding made in an earlier study [23] that although the looping rates in H 2 O are generally 10-20% faster than in the slightly more viscous D 2 O [27] , this difference does not translate into significant differences of the activation energies (see values in square brackets in Table 4 ). This is interesting because the activation energy for solvent viscous flow in H 2 O and D 2 O differs by ca. 1 kJmol −1 [23] and should therefore become detectable, unless either other sources of error or different underlying reasons are involved.
In the initial study we have assumed a constant Dbo lifetime of 500 ns for probe-only-labeled glycine-serine peptides in D 2 O [21] . The data in Table 2 show that this assumption is nicely justified, since the lifetimes fall within a 500 ± 100 ns range (25 • C, Table 2 ). However, we noticed that they decrease systematically from 600 to 400 ns with increasing peptide length. An explicit correction for the lifetime of the probe-only-labeled peptides was therefore applied throughout this study to eliminate this source of systematic error. The correction terms in (1) (1/τ 0 ) turned out to be very small, however, and did not significantly affect the intramolecular fluorescence quenching rate constants, and therefore the looping rates. In particular, all values determined in the present work at 20 and 25
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• C in the previous study (which assumed a constant 500 ns value for τ 0 ) [21] .
The decrease in intrinsic lifetime of the Dbo chromophore (τ 0 ) with increasing peptide length could be due to two reasons. First, as the peptides become longer, the microenvironment of the Dbo chromophore changes to a more "organic" one. This results, in particular, in an enhanced local polarizability/refractive index, which is known to increase the radiative decay rate and thereby shorten the fluorescence lifetime of Dbo [28] . Second, although glycine and serine showed negligible quenching effects in intermolecular experiments in D 2 O [21] , a slight intramolecular quenching especially by serine appeared viable, since the DBO fluorescence is known to be quenched in alcoholic solvents [29, 30] .
The quenching mechanism by alcohols was identified, on the basis of very large deuterium solvent isotope effects (up to 20), as an aborted hydrogen atom abstraction from the O−H bonds (note that the O−H bond in alcohols is much weaker than that of water, which itself is a much weaker quencher) [29] . In fact, when the lifetimes of different peptides were compared in H 2 O and D 2 O (Table 5 ), a slightly larger quenching effect was observed in H 2 O, but the data are too limited to unambiguously identify the quenching by the serine O−H bonds as the dominant factor modulating the lifetimes of Dbo. To summarize, the lifetime variation presents an interesting mechanistic peculiarity, which has no significant effect on the interpretation of the looping rates. This applies especially when the measurements are performed in D 2 O [21] , where Dbo has a longer lifetime, which further reduces the correction term in (1).
DISCUSSION
In the present study, we have investigated the temperaturedependence of the looping rates for glycine-serine polypeptides of different lengths. As spectroscopic handle, we employed the intramolecular quenching of the long-lived fluorescent state of Dbo (attached to one end of the peptide) by Trp (attached to the other end). Formal kinetic treatment for the excited-state reaction pathways in Scheme 1 predicts that the experimental fluorescence quenching rate constant (k q ) is related to the association (k + ), dissociation (k − ), and deactivation (k d ) rate constants for the encounter complex by (2):
Owing to the efficient quenching in the Dbo-Trp probe/ quencher pair, k d k − holds, such that (2) becomes k q ≈ k + [24] , that is, the experimental fluorescence quenching rate constant (obtained according to (1) from the fluorescence lifetimes) provides a direct measure of the looping rate constant.
The reasons for the choice of the glycine-serine peptides were threefold: first, glycine-serine peptides are presumed to be "structureless" and to adopt a random coil conformation, such that equilibria with stable secondary structures did not need to be considered [17, 21] . Second, they are known to be highly flexible as shown by previous measurements at ambient temperature [17, 21] , and third, both glycine and serine have a high abundance in turn and loop sequences [31] , and may therefore play a key role in the early stages of protein folding. It should be noted that the presently determined looping rates are in excellent agreement with the previous data [21] , that is, the values at 20
• C are equal to or slightly lower than the previous rate constants at 23 • C, while the presently reported values at 25
• C are slightly larger. This is satisfying because the present data were obtained in a different laboratory with a different experimental setup and a more advanced excitation source (diode laser versus flash lamp) and confirm the reproducibility of the results obtained by the fluorescence quenching method. At all temperatures, the double-logarithmic plots of the looping rate constants against the number of peptide bonds (taken as the number of amide bonds, i.e., including the additional amide linkage in the Dbo side chain) reveal the characteristic negative curvature and the inversion for the shortest dipeptide at all temperatures ( Figure 2 ) (see [21] ).
We have recently provided the first activation energies for loop formation of short peptides [23] (as well as oligonucleotides [32] ) corresponding to the strand and turn regions of the protein ubiquitin. Subsequently, additional values have been obtained by the triplet quenching technique [18] , but the two techniques (time-correlated single photon counting versus photomultiplier-based transient absorption) differ too much in terms of data accuracy to allow further comparison. Our present work provides the first systematic report on the variation of the activation energies for loop formation with peptide length. The experimental data are shown in Table 4 and Figure 1 .
The looping rates increase with increasing temperature, and this increase (from • C) is more pronounced for the shortest peptide (factor 2.6, n = 0) than for the longest one (factor 2.2, n = 10). This translates into a systematic decrease of the activation energy for loop formation as the backbone becomes longer, that is, from 20. . As the chain length increases, loop formation becomes more and more controlled by solvent friction and the activation energy therefore approaches the activation energy for solvent viscous flow. For the shorter peptides, the stiffness of the peptide backbone comes into play, which adds to the activation barrier (internal friction). This raises the activation barrier significantly by ca. 3-4 kJmol −1 . The higher activation energy of the shorter peptides should translate into lower diffusion coefficients of the chain ends, which have been theoretically implicated [33] , but not yet experimentally corroborated.
The significant internal friction is also held responsible for the negative curvature of the double-logarithmic plot in Figure 2 at short chain lengths. The two experimental findings, namely the slower-than-expected looping rates in short peptides along with significant internal friction in these cases, jointly reflect significant deviations from ideal-chain behavior, which are also expected from several theoretical studies [33] [34] [35] [36] . Glycine-serine biopolymers do therefore behave more ideally at longer chain length, and the slope of the double-logarithmic plots does indeed asymptotically approach the ideal-chain value (derived from first principles polymer theory [37, 38] ) of −1.5 in long chains. Note that the dashed line in Figure 2 reflects this theoretical slope and that the fitted lines in Figure 2 refer to a trial function with exactly this slope, that is,
The absolute activation energies for the glycine-serine peptides are small, however, which is due to the fact that the amino acids glycine and serine are the most "flexible" ones on the amino acid flexibility scale [22] . For peptides lacking these flexible segments, larger activation energies have been observed (up to 25 kJ/mol) [23] . In these cases the contribution of internal friction is more significant because the peptides contain no flexible amino acids. However, the introduction of a single glycine appears to be sufficient to bring the values, within error, into the presently observed range [23] .
In the previous study, we have compared three equally long peptides and found a correlation between the absolute looping rates and the activation energies [23] . For the present glycine-serine series, such a correlation does not hold, because the peptide length is being varied; in fact, the glycineserine peptides with the highest looping rates (Table 3) do not show the smallest activation barriers, but instead the largest ones (Table 4) .
The pre-exponential factors provide also interesting information. If the data in the double-logarithmic plots in Figure 2 (but ignoring the shortest dipeptide with n = 0, which is an exceptional case) are fitted by a simple linear regression line, slopes between −1.06 (15 • C) to −1.10 (50 • C) are obtained, which fall far below the theoretical value for the ideal-chain behavior (−1.5). This is expected due to the interference of differential internal friction (see above). However, since the differential friction manifests itself in the activation energies, the pre-exponential factors (log A in Table 4 ) should be devoid of this complication. Specifically, they should reflect the looping rates in the absence of any activation barrier and therefore provide a much better manifestation of ideal chain behavior. Much to our surprise, the correlation of the log A versus the log N values was indeed found to be linear (Figure 3) . Moreover, the slope was larger than that for the direct correlations of the looping rates ( Figure 2) and, in addition, the slope (−1.53 ± 0.07) matched, within error, that expected for the ideal chain.
It transpires from the present results that loop formation can be characterized by three characteristic parameters: the rate constant, the activation energy, and the pre-exponential factor. We have previously interpreted the looping rate constants in terms of a "global" flexibility of the peptide backbone [22] . Inspection of the activation parameters allows one to refine this concept by assigning a "thermodynamic" flexibility in terms of the activation energies and an intrinsic "dynamic" flexibility in terms of the pre-exponential factors. The latter provides a measure of how "floppy" the peptide would be if the chain would be allowed to move in a barrierless way. The former reports on relative peptide stiffness, the ease of peptide bending, and the barriers for conformational motions as well as steric hindrance effects. Accordingly, there are different ways to characterize the flexibility or stiffness of a peptide backbone. A comparison of looping rates is therefore difficult and is only meaningful if either the dynamic or the thermodynamic flexibility is approximately kept constant, for example, by comparing peptides with the same length but different structures [22, 23] , or by comparing peptides of similar structure but different lengths [21, this work] . Finally, it is important to note that the activation parameters should not be overinterpreted, since it is unknown to which extent enthalpy-entropy correlation effects apply in the loop formation process. The large pre-exponential factors previously observed for the peptides with the slowest looping rates [23] , and the decreased pre-exponential factor for the shortest dipeptide (n = 0) in the present series show that exceptional cases exist.
CONCLUSIONS
The determination of the temperature dependence of the looping rates affords interesting insights into the "dynamic" versus "thermodynamic" flexibility of polypeptides and the interplay between internal and solvent friction. Loop formation in short glycine-serine polypeptides is slowed by internal friction, which results in increased activation barriers. In contrast, the pre-exponential factors for loop formation follow ideal-chain behavior with the exception of the shortest (di)peptide. These experimental results are in agreement with theoretical predictions [33] [34] [35] [36] and reveal more of the potential of the Dbo-based fluorescence quenching technique for determining loop formation kinetics. The Dbo/Trp probe/quencher technique excels not only with respect to convenient measurement (in water under air), high sensitivity (10-100 μM range), and highest precision as well as reproducibility (Poissonian error statistics in time-correlated single photon counting), but also with respect to the transferability of the fundamental kinetic measurements to practical applications, namely Nano-TRF fluorescence protease assays suitable for high-throughput screening in drug discovery [25] .
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